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Abstract 

 
Deep learning (DL), a new-generation artificial neural network research, has made 
profound strides in recent years. This review paper is intended to provide water resources 
scientists with a simple technical overview, trans-disciplinary progress update, and 
potentially inspirations about DL. Effective architectures, more accessible data, advances 
in regularization, and new computing power enabled the success of DL. A trans-
disciplinary review reveals that DL is rapidly transforming myriad scientific disciplines 
including high-energy physics, astronomy, chemistry, genomics and remote sensing, 
where systematic DL toolkits, innovative customizations, and sub-disciplines have 
emerged. However, with a few exceptions, its adoption in hydrology has so far been 
gradual. The literature suggests that novel regularization techniques can effectively 
prevent high-capacity deep networks from overfitting. As a result, in most scientific 
disciplines, DL models demonstrated superior predictive and generalization performance 
to conventional methods. Meanwhile, less noticed is that DL may also serve as a 
scientific exploratory tool. A new area termed “AI neuroscience”, has been born. This 
budding sub-discipline is accumulating a significant body of work, e.g., distilling 
knowledge obtained in DL networks to interpretable models, attributing decisions to 
inputs via back-propagation of relevance, or visualization of activations. These methods 
are designed to interpret the decision process of deep networks and derive insights. While 
scientists so far have mostly been using customized, ad-hoc methods for interpretation, 
vast opportunities await for DL to propel advancement in water science. 
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1. Introduction 

Across various corners of the scientific world, scientists have come in contact with the 
term “deep learning” (DL). Deep learning consists of a collection of advanced Artificial 
Neural Network research which has gained momentum since 2010. While some hype 
does exist, DL undeniably delivered unrivaled performance and solved exciting problems 
that have resisted artificial intelligence (AI) for many years [LeCun et al., 2015; Silver et 
al., 2016]. Their exhibit “unreasonably” [Baldassi et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2017] strong, 
generational-leap performance at digesting large quantities of data and generalize to new 
instances, which has stimulated revolutions in the information science industry. Powered 
by DL, AI witnesses a “Cambrian explosion” age [Leopold, 2017] and is rapidly 
reshaping our lives and scientific research. On the daily-life level, AIs and big data 
machine learning are reinventing the web, logistics, transportation, personal assistance, 
and other services [Marr, 2016; Metz, 2016]. On the scientific front, DL is transforming 
many scientific disciplines (Section 4) and is widely adopted and regarded as an 
indispensable tool in the future. 

While the field of hydrology is not a stranger to machine learning, the adoption of DL in 
water resources or hydrology has so far only been gradual (Section 4.3.3). We face a 
number of important questions. Just what is deep learning and how is it different from 
previous machine learning methods? For such large number of network parameters, will 
the model overfit easily? Where is it applicable and what can we expect to gain by 
adopting it? For hydrologists concerned about process representation and understanding, 
does this black box-like tool lead a viable pathway toward the advancement of scientific 
understanding? Because DL diverges significantly from water resources scientists’ 
typical educational background, The community may benefit from clarifications of these 
concepts and a trans-disciplinary synthesis of the basic technical elements as well as 
frontier research ideas of DL.  

The purpose of this review paper is not to give thorough technical descriptions or 
historical recount of deep learning, which have been accomplished elsewhere, e.g., 
[Hinton et al., 2012a; Bengio et al., 2013; LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015]. 
Rather, the goals of this paper are to (1) provide a concise and simple technical overview 
for water resources scientists or students who are unfamiliar with machine learning 
(Section 2 and 3); (2) synthesize the progress in varied disciplines to provide a broad 
perspective of the state of deep learning research in sciences (Section 4); (3) review two 
key areas of advances, namely, regularization (Section 5.1) and interpretation of DL 
networks (Section 5.2) which have powered knowledge discovery. Instead of attempting 
to be exhaustive, this paper discusses a limited subset of the literature with a level of 
details that hopefully help hydrologists draw inspirations. Also, because mathematical 
details have been covered elsewhere, equations have been intentionally minimized in 
favor of conceptual explanations. 
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2. Machine learning literature in hydrology 

This section briefly describes of the early-generation machine learning methods which 
have played roles in hydrology. Those who are familiar with machine learning may skip 
this section. Only a very small fraction of the studies were introduced to provide some 
background information and terminology for later discussion of DL. The concise outline 
here cannot possibly do justice, and readers are referred to multiple reviews for more 
details, e.g., [Dawson and Wilby, 2001; Wang et al., 2009; Fallah-Mehdipour et al., 
2013; Raghavendra and Deka, 2014a; Jha and Sahoo, 2015; Yaseen et al., 2015; Tsai et 
al., 2017].  

2.1. Basic machine learning terminology 

Machine learning can be broadly categorized into supervised learning, which learns 
mapping relationships, and unsupervised learning, which learns data representations. 
Supervised Learning infers functions between input attributes and labeled data 
(dependent variables, or target). A supervised learner is trained to predict some observed 
target variables, either categorical or continuous, given some input variables. 
Unsupervised Learning finds hidden structure in unlabeled data, e.g., principal 
components, clusters, and outliers [Barlow, 1989]. An unsupervised learner is not given a 
target to predict. It is often trained to maximize information-theoretic objectives, e.g., the 
Kullback-Leibler divergence (a measure of the difference between statistical 
distributions) [Kullback and Leibler, 1951] or information entropy [Shannon, 1948], and 
may extract invariant features from diverse data points [Becker, 1991]. It is often 
employed for redundancy reduction [Redlich, 1993] or feature extraction [Ranzato et al., 
2007; Coates et al., 2011; Sermanet et al., 2013]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
approximate functions by connecting unit functions called neurons, which are equipped 
with nonlinear transformation functions (call activation functions) and linear weights. 
These weights are found by minimizing a loss function, typically the distance between 
data and predictions (see the example in Figure 1). The tuning process is called training 
[Ratsch, 2004]. Common training methods include back-propagation [Rumelhart et al., 
1986], which is a form of gradient descend method to use the loss to update weights in 
different layers. Testing error refers to errors incurred when the algorithm is applied to 
data withheld from the training set. The expected testing error for the background 
population is thus also referred to as the generalization error. It is worth mentioning that 
while deep networks are also artificial neural networks, the term “ANN” now appears to 
be more frequently reserved for non-deep networks, and such meaning is used in this 
paper. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of components of several neural network structures. Layers are 
visualized as 1-dimensional arrays but they can be 2D or 3D. (a) A multilayer perceptron 
network (MLP), sometimes regarded as “vanilla” networks. Here, each circle represents a 
neuron, which multiplies its input by learnable weights, transform it with a nonlinear 
activation function and send the result to downstream neurons. The layer in the middle is 
not connected to input or output, and is thus called the “hidden” layer. The layers are fully 
connected, meaning that a neuron in a layer is connected to all cells in the layer above or 
below. (b) Auto-encoder: note the hidden layer has fewer neurons than input layer and 
output layers, which have the same number of neurons; (c) SADE, formed by stacking auto-
encoders: each hidden layer is first trained to reproduce its inputs, then activations from 
this layer is sent to the next hidden layer, which has fewer neurons, as the “data” to be 
reconstructed. The layers are fully connected. (d) Deep Belief Net stacks layers of RBMs 
with specific order in the number of their elements. Each RBM is trained to stochastically 
reproduce its inputs after going through a forward and reconstruction step. (e) CNN: 
although it structural resembles SADE, each coarsening stage (reduction in the number of 
neurons) forward contains multiple convolutional layers and pooling layers (here only one 
set is illustrated). The convolutional layer convolves a layer-shared filter with the inputs, 
while the pooling layer employs a reduction operator, e.g., max, to coarsen the layers. There 
can be many such coarsening stages. Thus a neuron in the upper-level layers have a “field of 
view” indicated by the dashed black lines. (f) Comparing LSTM and simple RNNs 
(reprinted from with permission). ⨂ means multiplication by weights. In this plot alone, 
activation functions are explicitly shown as transformations. The design of gates allows 
LSTM to learn when to forget past states, and when to output. 
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Figure 1 shows a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network with one hidden layer and 
two output variables. The input and output layers have direct connections to inputs and 
outputs and thus are called visible layers, as opposed to hidden layers in the middle. The 
vanilla MLP have a large number of parameters because every layer is fully connected. In 
this paper, the input layer is also called the bottom layer, and thus those near the input are 
“lower-level” layers. An neuron may apply to its input or output activation functions, 
e.g., sigmoidal, tanh, rectified linear units (essentially a 1:1 linear function with a 
minimum set to 0) [Nair and Hinton, 2010]. These transformed values are call 
activations, which are sometimes visualized for interpreting the network (Section 5.2.2). 

2.2. Applications of early-generation machine learning in hydrology 

Earlier-generation machine learing methods including Support Vector Machine (SVM), 
e.g., [Raghavendra and Deka, 2014b], Classification and Regression Tree (CART), e.g., 
[White et al., 2005; Sawicz et al., 2014] and ANNs have been applied extensively in 
hydrologic and land surface predictions to moderate success. Classification and 
Regression Tree (CART) is an effective data-driven strategy to split data points into a 
hierarchy of bins by thresholds in the predictors to reduce variance within bins [Loh, 
2011]. CART is not always highly accurate, but it has the advantage of presenting 
interpretable hypotheses in the form of the hierarchy of decision criteria: by looking at 
the split criteria, one can form hypotheses about major driving forces that result in 
different outcomes. In hydrology, Sawicz et al., [2014] used CART to present a coherent 
classification for the catchments based on their hydrologic signatures; Fang and Shen, 
[2017] used CART to form hypotheses about possible physical causes that impact the 
correlations between streamflow and satellite-measured water storage. The CART 
criterion led them to hypothesize that groundwater controls the full range of streamflows 
in southeastern continental United States (CONUS) because of the thick soils, and thin 
soils along Applachian Plateau impose limits on water storage (Figure 2). However, one 
should not attempt to interpret lower-level splits because they often have few data points 
and are thus unstable. To improve predictive power, one can combine the prediction from 
an ensemble of classification trees, which is called random forest [Ho, 1995; Zhou and 
Jiang, 2004]. Chaney et al., [2016] used random forest and environmental co-variates to 
estimate soil properties at 30-m resolution for CONUS. However, random forest normally 
cannot be interpreted. Xu and Valocchi, [2015] proposed an uncertainty quantification 
system, where they built a data-driven model (either random forest or SVM) to capture 
the bias of a calibrated groundwater model. They then apply the bias correction to 
separate out the epistemic (bias) and aleatory (variance) part of the uncertainty. 

ANNs have contributed significantly to rainfall-runoff modeling, streamflow, 
groundwater management, water quality, rainfall estimate, ocean wave heights and real-
time forecasting [Deo and Sridhar Naidu, 1998; Govindaraju and Rao, 2000; Gupta et 
al., 2000; Sorooshian et al., 2000; Dawson and Wilby, 2001]. Also see the collection of 
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articles in [Govindaraju and Rao, 2000]. ANN is suitable for preparing inputs for models. 
Schaap et al., [2001] trained ANNs to store soil pedo-transfer functions, which are 
widely used in hydrologic models, e.g., [Maxwell et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2015; Fatichi 
et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2016; Ji and Shen, 2018]. Hsu et al., [2002], proposed self-
organizing linear output map for hydrologic modeling and analysis. Abramowitz et al. 
[2006] used ANN to predict the error of a land surface model and reduced annual error by 
95%. An ANN trained to work at one biome completely corrects the error for another in a 
large temperature range [Abramowitz et al., 2007]. Multiple studies used ANNs to 
retrieve variables from satellite images [Aires et al., 2001; Tapiador et al., 2004; 
Rodriguez-Fernandez et al., 2014; Kolassa et al., 2017]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of an application of CART in hydrology, reprinted from [Fang et al., 
2016]. (a) location of 676 catchments on a map in Eastern US. (b) 676 data points are split 
into two branches by the criterion of depth to bedrock (RockDep, in inches), which heavily 
influence water storage capacity and the flooding mechanisms, timing and magnitude. This 
split was found by CART to be the best criterion for explaining catchments with different 
storage-streamflow correlations: catchments with shallow depth to bedrock tend to have 
low storage-peak streamflow correlations (because when soil is thin, peak flows result in 
runoff after reaching the storage limit, and have no connection to storage). Catchments with 
thicker soils tend to have high correlations (when soil is thick, there is substantial 
groundwater movement that is linked to flood). 
 
 
For many of the abovementioned ANN studies, the training is specific to a study region 
or site where data is available. The focus on a regional dataset reduces data demand. 
However, if the trained networks are applied to regions outside of training set, they tend 
to degrade heavily in performance. It also means the patterns learned in one region are 
not universal. 

In a unique series of studies, Gong et al., [2013] proposed a quantitative method, 
grounded in information theory, to separate out uncertainties due to inputs and model 
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structural error. The main idea is to estimate the best achievable performance (BAP) of 
any model given forcing and benchmark observations, using a model-independent 
statistical method, in their case the Sparse Gaussian Processes [Snelson et al., 2006]. 
Nearing et al. [2016] further separated out the uncertainty due to parameters by including 
models that are trained locally. The information resolvable by the BAP is measured by 
the mutual information (MI, with the same unit as entropy) [Cover and Thomas, 1991] 
between forcing data and observed diagnostic variables.  

3. Deep learning background 

3.1. What is deep learning? 

Although there is no clear-cut, authoritative definition for deep learning, it is generally 
referring to neural networks and their supporting algorithms characterized by (1) large 
capacity: a large amount of neurons and multiple layers; (2) multiple levels of 
representations and a hierarchy of concept abstractions; and (3) working directly on big, 
raw data. For non-deep methods, most of the manual design effort and expertise are 
needed in generating features (i.e. representations of the data) that are strongly correlated 
with the dependent variable. In contrast, deep networks are designed to automatically 
learn such features. DL is also distinguished by improved regularization techniques and 
novel architecture that address previous issues [Glorot et al., 2011]. One major advance 
is the DL architectures, which now contain unsupervised learning units/structures such as 
auto-encoders (more in Section 3.2.1), and memory cells and gates for recurrent 
networks. These architectures, although proposed decades ago, only recently become 
amenable to efficient computation. They helped address many previous difficulties with 
during training, namely, overfitting and slow training due to “vanishing gradient” 
[Hochreiter et al., 2001]. With substantially higher number of neurons than their 
predecessors, deep networks have large flexibility to approximate complex functions 
from big and diverse real-world datasets. To avoid such networks from overfitting to 
noise, there have been significant recent progress in regularization techniques like 
dropout (more details in Section 5.1) [Srivastava et al., 2014] and norm-based penalty, 
which are very effective.  

3.2. Technical review for popular deep learning network architectures 

In this section several popular deep network architectures are reviewed. Two state-of-the-
art, widely adopted ones are convolutional neural network (CNN) for image tasks and 
long short term memory (LSTM) for time series tasks, although CNNs are sometimes 
used in language modeling as well. Both architectures work directly on raw data, and 
their use typically does not involve manual extraction of features, such as extracting 
trends and periodicity using Fourier Transform. Before introducing them, we first discuss 
stacked auto-encoders, as it is simple to understand and it is closely related to the 
structure of CNNs. Deep belief network is introduced as a representative of Bayesian 
networks. 
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3.2.1. Auto-encoders and stacked denoising auto-encoders 

Auto-encoders [Ballard, 1987; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006], whose structure is 
similar to components in convolutional neural network, are called such as they are trained 
to reproduce their inputs. However, they have to do so while passing information through 
a layer with far less neurons (Figure 1). On the output side of the bottleneck, the network 
needs to reconstruct the inputs with only the limited information from the bottleneck. As 
a result, the bottleneck layer is forced to retain only crucial information and discard non-
essential information. The training of an auto-encoder is said to be unsupervised pre-
training because during the process, no target data was provided. It should be noted that 
the training process is really a conditioning of the network by the entire input dataset to 
perform dimensional reduction, much like principal component analysis (PCA), but they 
can work much better than PCA [Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006]. What are stored in 
the hidden layers are abstract feature representations, or latent representations, and the 
coefficients learned through training are the optimized way of generating these 
representations. Auto-encoders are fully connected so that if there are M input nodes and 
N hidden nodes, the weight matrix to be learned between them is of size M N (plus 
bias). 

Denoising auto-encoders [Vincent et al., 2008] extends from auto-encoders. Instead of 
training the network to reproduce inputs exactly, we train the network to reconstruct 
noise-corrupted versions of the input, e.g., by randomly setting some inputs to zero. This 
noise corruption, contrary to our intuition, helps reduce overfitting (because noise may 
annihilate peculiarities or artifact patterns in the training dataset) and obtain more robust 
networks. More discussion related to this point is found in Section 5.1. 

The stacked denoising auto-encoders (SADEs), as can be understood from its name, stack 
denoising auto-encoders layer by layer so that the hidden representations from a lower 
level is fed as inputs to another one on the higher level (Figure 1). They naturally form a 
cascade of layers that shrink in size going from input to output. The network is trained 
“greedily”, one layer at a time [Hinton et al., 2006; Bengio et al., 2007], meaning that 
lower-level auto-encoders are first trained to reproduce their inputs, and then we move to 
train higher-level layers to reproduce their respective inputs (feature representations sent 
by the layer below).  

3.2.2. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

A CNN is also composed of a cascade of layers that shrink in size from input to output 
(Figure 1). To a hydrologic modeler or a numerical analyst, CNN is reminiscent of 
geometric multigrid matrix solver [Trottenberg et al., 2000]. Each shrinking stage 
typically consists of one or multiple convolution layers and corresponding pooling layers: 
first, a convolutional layer uses a local filter (or sometimes called kernel), whose weights 
are to be learned, to convolve with its input. The output typically has the same dimension 
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as input. Each output element results from the convolution between the input pixels in a 
small geometric neighborhood of this element and the filter; second, a pooling layer 
subsamples the output from the first step in a small neighborhood. For example, a “max-
pooling” layer with a stride of 2 for a 2D image will select the maximum value out of 
each 2 2 neighborhood, and produce an output image a quarter of its input size. In 
contrast, the last layer is typically a fully connected one. 

CNNs and SADEs look similar but have important differences. While SADE layers are 
fully connected, the convolutional or pooling layers in CNNs only work in a local 
neighborhood, so a hidden unit is only connected to a small number of input neurons. As 
a result, a hidden unit (except output nodes) has a “field of sight” that is smaller than the 
whole input layer (Figure 1). This hierarchical design helps capture local geometric 
features and extract larger-scale representations in deeper layers. It also enables 
localization of input-output relationships which are exploited in interpretive studies (more 
on this point in Section 5.2). On another note, it is important to note the learnable 
parameters for the convolutional layer are only those filters. The convolution is achieved 
by massive, repeated applications of the learnable filters. Because filters (one filter for 
each convolutional layer) have only a small number of elements and it is shared by all 
neurons in a convolutional layer (called weight sharing), it greatly reduces the number of 
parameters compared to a fully connected layer.  

3.2.3. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Greff et al., 2015] is a type of recurrent 
neural network (RNN) structure that learns directly from time series data. LSTM is 
“deep-in-time” and can learn when to forget and how long to retain the state information. 
Previously, simple RNNs iteratively update only a single past state (Figure 1 Lower 
Right). The cell state, St, serves as the memory of the system, somewhat similar to the 
state in auto-regressive models. St is multiplied by learnable weights and then combined 
with inputs to evolve the state to the next time level. RNNs are trained using the 
backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [Mozer, 1989; Werbos, 1990], which 
applies gradient descent after first unrolling the network. As with other backpropagation 
algorithms, the loss function is propagated backward to determine updates to weights. 
Unfortunately, with simple recurrent networks, BPTT encounters the vanishing gradient 
problem [Hochreiter, 1998; Hochreiter et al., 2001], a major issue. Concisely, because 
states from earlier time steps have undergone multiplication by weights many times, the 
impacts of backpropagation on them become exponentially small. As a result, they train 
extremely slowly.  

The solution to this problem, provided by LSTM and gated recurrent networks (GRUs), 
is specially designed units, called “gates” and memory cells (Figure 1). These gates, 
which are themselves simply neurons with learnable weights, surround the cell memory 
(St) to control the flow of information. The input gate controls what inputs are significant 
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enough to remember. The forget gate decides how long and what past state memory 
should be retained. The output gate determines how much of the memory is used to 
produce the output. Together, they allow the network to remember information from the 
long past while discard non-essential information. 

3.2.4. Deep Belief Network (DBN) 

DBN [Hinton et al., 2006] is a variant of multiple layer perceptron networks and it also 
aim at reducing the dimensionality of input data. Similar to the way SADEs are stacks of 
auto-encoders, DBNs are stacks of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM), which learns 
how to reconstruct input distribution after going through a stochastic projection to the 
hidden layer and a stochastic reconstruction (Figure 1). Without going into much detail 
about its name, an RBM consists of two layers of neurons, just like the input and hidden 
layers of an auto-encoder. However, RBM’s connections are undirected (bi-directional). 
During training, the input layer (or visible layer) multiplies the inputs by its weights, and 
the results are transformed by an activation function to produce the activations at the 
hidden layer. During reconstruction, the activations are multiplied by the transposed 
version of the same weights and transformed again to obtain activations at the input layer. 
Then training process adjusts the weights to minimize the differences between the 
reconstructed and input data. The reconstruction process is said to be “generative”, as it 
generates the input data given a set of activations. 

Similar to SADEs, DBNs are trained “greedily” layer-by-layer. However, there is no 
requirement that upper-level layers must have fewer cells than lower ones. Moreover, 
other than “associative memory” that was gained by learning from input features during 
pre-training, DBNs are not recurrent networks and do not maintain time dependencies: 
the previous inputs and states of the network do not influence future predictions. Thus 
DBNs do not have system memory that is important for modeling time series. 

3.3. Hardware innovations and software support 

Although it appears to be less relevant to scientific research, the innovations in DL are 
inseparable from hardware innovations. Without drastic advances in hardware and, more 
importantly, the recognition of the use of more efficient hardware like Graphical 
Processing Unit (GPU) for the task, deep learning would not have been plausible and 
may not have been contemplated [Schmidhuber, 2015]. Although some concepts of deep 
learning were decades old, their popularity did not grow until 2010, when GPUs were 
found to be suitable for the task. The GPUs are much more efficient in matrix 
multiplication tasks than central processing units (CPUs). GPUs now offer thousands of 
times more matrix computing power than CPUs, and their growth continues [Greengard, 
2016] or even surpasses [Hemsoth, 2016] Moore’s Law, suggesting there is significant 
room of growth for larger and more complex networks. However, the computing 
hardware landscape for DL is evolving rapidly and dynamically. At present, almost all 
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training tasks take place on GPUs while inferencing tasks (the industrial term for using 
the trained models to make forward predictions) may occur on either CPUs, GPUs, field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), 
which are chips specifically designed for some narrow purposes.  

A number of libraries or software platforms are available for building DL models. Like 
hardware, the software landscape is also evolving rapidly. At the time of writing, 
Tensorflow is a Google-supported, popular DL package based on the widely used Python 
programming language. Torch, supported by Facebook with a long history, is based on a 
simple scripting language called Lua (while it also has a Python interface called 
PyTorch). Torch enjoys strong optimization support from fast GPU deep learning library 
cudnn. Other libraries include Theano, Caffe, Keras, MXNet, CNTK, etc. 

4. The transformative power of deep learning 

4.1. The revolution in the information technology (IT) research 

Since 2012, as an indication of advances, DL emerged as a dominant force that break 
records in most machine learning contests where it is applicable [Schmidhuber, 2015]. 
Some argued that CNN’s progress would have normally taken 10 years to achieve. We 
witness massive conversion of research groups from non-deep to deep machine learning. 
In 2013, all entrants to the ImageNet competition, an image recognition contest, used 
deep learning [Castelvecchi, 2015]. Deep networks have equaled or superseded humans’ 
performance in image and speech recognition, game playing and many other tasks. While 
substantial manual effort has been spent on earlier methods such as SVM and Hidden 
Markov Models, deep neural networks repeatedly show advantages over them and all 
other statistical methods. These results do not suggest other statistical methods have no 
value. Rather, data limitations and various constraints often make simpler methods 
useful. Simple models are also often used as interpretive tools. However, an increasingly 
apparent trend is that deep learning is showing unrivaled generalization performance 
when there is big data.  

Although it was proven decades ago that neural networks can approximate almost any 
function [Hornik et al., 1989], many are intrigued by why deep networks generalize so 
well despite their massive capacity. Most attribute its power to big data, regularization 
and advanced architecture. Mehta and Schwab, [2014] showed that DL (in their case, a 
restricted Boltzmann machine model) is intimately related to an important theoretical 
physics technique, the renormalization group, which also extracts features at different 
length scales. This theory would also apply to CNNs. Lin et al., [2017] argued that the 
success of deep learning depends not only on mathematics but also on physics of natural 
phenomena, which favors certain classes simple probability distributions that DL is suited 
to model. They found when data have hierarchical statistical features, deep networks are 
more efficient than shallower ones. In a series of debate, Zhang et al., [2016a] showed 
empirically that deep network can easily memorize even noise, and questioned if 
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previous interpretation (regularization) was the true cause of generalization. Arpit et al., 
[2017] presented a rebuttal where they showed deep networks tend to prioritize learning 
simple patterns first and do not just memorize data. Regularization can degrade network 
performance on training data and hinder memorization without compromising 
generalization on test data. Sun et al., [2017] attributed DL’s performance to its ability to 
utilize representations from data. They showed that the performance of deep learning can 
improve logarithmically as a function of input data, even at a scale of 300M instances. 
Overall, the fundamental reason for DL’s predictive power is still not fully understood, 
and such research is expected to continue.  

4.2. The “Cambrian explosion” of DL uses in industries 

Significant research in AI is driven by industrial needs or directly carried out by 
industrial researchers. Deep learning has gain wide and rapid adoption by all industrial 
leaders. An average user of Google Translate can attest to its substantial improvement 
over the past two years. This improvement is mainly attained by Google’s transition into 
an LSTM-powered [Wu et al., 2016] system. Google decided to give up its rule-based 
machine translation system [Lewis-Kraus, 2016] despite the system’s 10 years of 
technical accumulation. The new DL-based system brings in many times more 
improvement in one year than the older system did in many years. 

The proliferation of DL-power applications is compared to the “Cambrian explosion” 
[Leopold, 2017], the geologic period 541 Ma ago when rapid diversification of lifeforms 
took place. Digital assistant systems from IT companies, e.g., Google, Apple, and 
Microsoft, all employ LSTM [Sak et al., 2015]. Object identification and image 
recognition technologies based on CNNs are being deployed in medical imaging 
[Greenspan et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2016] and autonomous vehicles [Chen et al., 2015; 
Mariusz Bojarski et al., 2017]. Machines can now understand human-voice instructions 
and human emotions contained in internet posts thanks to LSTM-powered speech 
recognition [Graves et al., 2013]. When coupling LSTM and CNN, AI can annotate and 
comment on images or videos [Murthy et al., 2015] and drones can use the CNN-based 
method to navigate narrow mountain trials with only visual sensing [Giusti et al., 2016]. 
Outside of information technology, AIs powered by DL revolutionizing traditional 
industries like transportation, law, pharmaceutical, communication, manufacturing, 
healthcare, finance, accounting, nature resources, etc.  

 

 

4.3. DL in sciences 

DL is gaining adoption in a wide range of scientific disciplines, and, in some areas, have 
started to substantially transform those disciplines. The papers cited below form a 
representative set that outlines the current state of research.  
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4.3.1. In Physics, Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry and Remote Sensing 

In high-energy physics (HEP), particle accelerators such as the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) produce streams of high energy particles, and the detectors measure direction and 
momentum of their decay products [ATLAS, 2012]. Scientists analyze these data for the 
existence of exotic particles to obtain insights about the nature of matter, and it requires 
machine learning to do so. However, previously, using shallow machine learning, the 
progress was slow as manual extraction of features was involved. Deep learning can learn 
more complex functions, and better discriminate between signal and noise [Baldi et al., 
2014]. The authors trained auto-encoders to predict the existence of exotic particles using 
low-level, non-image inputs and they showed that the deep network did not require 
manual extraction of high-level features yet it attained 8% improvement over previously 
best approach. Where current analysis techniques lack the statistical power to cross the 
traditional 5σ significance barrier, the use of deep networks enhanced statistical power 
and is equivalent to a 25% increase in the experimental dataset [Baldi et al., 2015]. 
Further, organizing data as images (called jet images), scientists found CNNs to be 
successful in identifying highly boosted W bosons [de Oliveira et al., 2016], hadronically 
decaying top quarks [Butter et al., 2017], and gluon jets [Komiske et al., 2017], etc, from 
LHC data. CNN introduced significant improvement for detecting antihydrogen 
[Sadowski et al., 2017], and classification of neutrino events from NOvA neutrino 
detector [Aurisano et al., 2016]. DL helps summarize, visualize high-dimensional data 
and classify physical events from Daya Bay Neutrino Experiments [Racah et al., 2016].  

de Oliverira et al., [2016] visualized the convolutional layers and the convolved data to 
understand what is learned by the network. They calculated correlation coefficient 
between deep network activations and pixels on the image, which showed that the 
locations with the most discriminating information is the subleading subjet rather than the 
leading jet. They devised a transformation scheme to remove features from the image, 
and by doing so, they measure what CNN has learned beyond standard physics features 
that have discriminating power. They showed that CNN has uniquely learned features 
beyond those removed ones, and located where these features on a phase space plot. They 
determined that part of the unique information “comes from octet versus singlet nature of 
W bosons and gluon jets”, but some other information utilized by the CNN was 
previously unknown to physicists. These insights were uniquely offered by the trained 
CNN and can point scientists to unrecognized features. 

In Astronomy, CNNs allowed automatic extraction of parameters for strong gravitational 
lensing models from telescope images at an accuracy similar to complex approaches but 
millions of time faster [Hezaveh et al., 2017]. George et al., [2017] employed CNNs pre-
training using real-world images to detect artifacts in data collected in Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory (LIGO), and the results were 
encouraging. Tuccillo et al., [2016] demonstrated the potential of using CNNs to estimate 
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galaxy morphology. Although mixed results have been observed in some cases, many are 
optimistic that DL will become the method of choice for data processing problems in 
astrophysics and other fields. 

DL is quickly becoming a crucial tool in unlocking the secretes of genomic codes in 
Computational Biology [Park and Kellis, 2015], with a sizable and rapidly growing body 
of literature summarized in reviews [Angermueller et al., 2016; Min et al., 2016]. DL can 
learn directly from sequences, to predict sequence specificities of DNA- and RNA-
binding proteins, which play a central role in genetic regulation [Alipanahi et al., 2015]. 
Building on a DL package they call deepBind, they further perturbed the trained model to 
examine the impacts of mutation. DL can capture nonlinear dependencies that could help 
span wider sequence context at multiple genomic scales, potentially generalizing beyond 
available data [Angermueller et al., 2016]. Stacked auto-encoders and DBNs were trained 
to predict protein structures directly from genome sequence with much better accuracy 
[Lyons et al., 2014; Heffernan et al., 2015; Spencer et al., 2015]. LSTM also outperforms 
conventional state-of-the-art methods for predicting subcellular location of proteins 
[Sønderby et al., 2015].  

Similar consistent outperformance of DL was reported in Molecular Chemistry, mostly 
with more customized architectures [Goh et al., 2017]. Presumably, the customization is 
because the chemical problems are unlike image or voice recognition. Lusci et al., [2013] 
used a directed acyclic graphic network structure, an established method [Koller and 
Friedman, 2009], to mimic molecular configurations and predict molecular properties. 
However, since molecular connections are undirected and thus do not fit the established 
model, they considered the ensemble of all possible acyclic orientations. Similarly, Schütt 
et al., [2017] specifically designed a special deep tensor network that resolves the spatial 
and chemical configurations of chemical to gain insights (more discussion in Section 
5.2.4). CNN was used to predict atomic-level molecular interactions directly from atomic 
coordinates [Gomes et al., 2017]. Moreover, the community has assembled large datasets 
and standard benchmarks [Wu et al., 2017] and a suite of DL packages like deepChem 
[Subramanian et al., 2016]. They have combined LSTM structure with graphic 
convolutional networks to reduce data demand for drug discovery [Altae-Tran et al., 
2017]. In a different kind of application, Brockherde et al., [2017] built a ridge regression 
to directly learn the mapping between density and potential, and that between energy and 
density, which allowed them to by-pass the numerical solution to the Kohn-Sham 
equation, saving tremendous computational demand.  

Because CNN was originally designed for image recognition tasks, applying CNNs to 
remotely-sensed images is a natural extension. As a result, the field of remote sensing 
(RS) has already rapidly accumulated a sizable body of literature involving DL, which 
appears to grow to be a preferred method of choice [Zhang et al., 2016b]. Since CNNs 
excel in synthesizing information from geometric shapes and spatial patterns, they easily 
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outperform earlier methods that only utilize spectral signatures or handcrafted features 
[Makantasis et al., 2015]. Main RS applications, reviewed in [Zhu et al., 2017], include 
using CNN to classify or segment hyperspectral or Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
images (assigning classes to each pixel on an image for what they are, e.g., land use 
classes, crops types) [Geng et al., 2015], automatic target recognition (finding targets 
from a series of images) [Wagner, 2016], and terrain attribute extraction, e.g., sea ice 
concentration [Wang et al., 2016]. In global change analysis, DL models show 
advantages in estimating crop yield [Kuwata and Shibasaki, 2015; You et al., 2017]. 
Pryzant et al., [2017] forgo the conventional spectral features method in favor of a 
combined CNN-LSTM model to estimate outbreaks of wheat Fungus in Ethiopia. Their 
LSTM is stacked on CNN-extracted feature representations. 

In addition, CNN is used for overall interpretation of image such as scene classification 
(recognize a theme from the image) [Marmanis et al., 2016; Nogueira et al., 2017], 
change detection [Zhang et al., 2016c] and object detection, e.g., vehicles [Chen et al., 
2014], and has delivered state-of-the-art performance. Such high-level tasks were 
difficult to achieve using earlier machine learning techniques. 

Furthermore, the remote-sensing community is making use of existing trained networks 
as well as adapting available architecture and augmenting datasets to suit their data 
quantity and research needs. On one hand, image recognition networks trained from a 
different context, e.g., online images from GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al., 2015], can be 
transferred for scene classification for satellite images [Hu et al., 2015; Marmanis et al., 
2016; Nogueira et al., 2017]. The rationale is that the abstract notions stored in a trained 
network can be used in further classification, reducing the data demands for satellite 
images. Using the pre-trained network is a form of transfer-learning. On the other hand, 
the RS community has implemented different network architectures and has augmented 
training images [Morgan, 2015; Ding et al., 2016]. Data augmentation means increasing 
the training data by making perturbations to data that should not have mattered, such as 
rotation, translation, interpolation, elastic distortions and affine transformations, etc.  

In disaster detection and categorization studies, researchers have started to employ DL to 
detect wildfire [Zhang et al., 2016d; Lee et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2017] and landslide 
from remote sensing images [Liu and Wu, 2016]. Liu and Wu, [2016] applied pre-
processing steps including discrete wavelet transformation and noise corruption and 
trained a SADE to recognize landslides on the transformed image. They argued that the 
transformation is necessary because the resolution of remote sensing images is too low. 
However, they did not directly show results that support the necessity. 

4.3.2. In Climate, Weather and Hydrometeorology 

The number of applications of deep learning in climate modeling starts to rise quickly. In 
a study carried out at the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, Liu et al., [2016] trained a 
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CNN with 2 convolutional layers to detect extreme events using thousands of images of 
tropical cyclones, weather fronts, and atmospheric rivers. This new system achieves 89%-
99% of accuracy in detecting extreme events and is useful for benchmarking climate 
models. A significant amount of attention has been paid to using deep learning for 
precipitation forecasting, e.g., [Hernández et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 
2017]. 

For dynamic modeling, researchers trained dynamic convolutional layers, i.e., filters with 
weights that are dynamically mapped using inputs during forward runs, in short-range 
weather predictions [Klein et al., 2015]. Vandal et al., [2017] proposed a generalized 
stacked super-resolution CNN framework for statistical downscaling of climate variables. 
They argued that a single trained model can downscale spatial heterogeneous regions, 
and the DL method showed advantages over others. More recently, the climate modeling 
community is putting together large datasets to enable big data deep learning on large 
scales. 

4.3.3. In Hydrology 

Compared to some other disciplines, hydrology has not witnessed wide use of deep 
learning yet [Marçais and de Dreuzy, 2017]., and the list of papers reviewed in this sub-
section is, to the author’s best knowledge, exhaustive for hydrology Tao et al. [2016] 
utilized a SADE with 4 layer and 1000 hidden nodes to extract precipitation from 15 x 15 
pixels2 satellite cloud images. They achieved 33% and 43% corrections on false alarm 
pixels and 98% and 78% bias reduction in precipitation rates compared to an early-
generation, non-deep neural network. Bai et al., [2016] applied non-recurrent DBN to 
predict inflow time series to the Three Gorges reservoir. It’s worth noting this work 
learns from the trend, period and random elements that were extracted from historical 
inflow time series using Fourier transforms, rather than directly from raw data. Since the 
sole information used was historical time series, this method should be applied to cases 
with strong and stable annual cycles and where historical data is sufficient. DBN was 
used to predict field-measured soil moisture, with observed land surface temperature 
(LST) and leaf area index (LAI) among inputs [Song et al., 2016]. As discussed above, 
DBN does not have memory capabilities and earlier forcing does not influence later 
predictions, which is perhaps why real-time data are needed in the inputs. 

Although LSTM is one of the pillars of DL, there are fewer applications of LSTM in 
sciences. Fang, Shen, Kifer and Yang [2017] (hereafter termed FSKY17) were the first to 
exploit its ability to build dynamical models with forcings and memory, capable of being 
used in long-term hindcast or forecast applications. They trained LSTM to reproduce 
surface soil moisture product from the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission 
[Entekhabi, 2010] over continental United States using forcing data and outputs from 
land surface models. FSKY17 showed that with 2 years of data, LSTM successfully 
corrects bias from land surface models and reproduces soil mositure dynamics with high 
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fidelity (Figure 3). The deep network is more robust than traditional statistical methods 
including regularized linear regression, auto-regressive functions and simple feedforward 
neural network. Their model can be migrated spatially to generate predictions in regions 
without observations. Moreover, in a proof-of-concept test, they found decadal-scale 
hindcast was as good as annual-scale hindcast (Figure 3a-c).  

 

 

Figure 3. Upper panels: Comparisons between SMAP observations and soil moisture 
predicted by LSTM, the land surface model Noah, and Auto-regressive model at five 
locations. We chose sites around 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles as ranked by 
correlation coefficient between LSTM and SMAP; Lower panels (a-c) proof-of-concept long 
term hindcasting experiments using noise-contaminated Noah solution as the target. The 
results indicate long-term hindcasting of soil moisture using LSTM is very promising. 
Figures are recreated from FSKY17 with permission.  
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Zhang et al., [2018] collected data from an Internet of Things sensor at a site that 
monitors a combined sewage overflow (CSO) structure. They build different neural 
network models, including LSTM, to predict the water level of the CSO structure. The 
found LSTM to possess the strongest prediction performance. Notably, this advantage is 
achieved when trained only on one site. In preliminary studies for FSKY17, we also find 
LSTM to be applicable to one SMAP pixel if the capacity is small and heavy 
regularization is applied.  

 

5. Important DL advances 

This section describes two major DL advances that are relevant to its scientific 
applications, namely, regularization techniques and AI neuroscience. These techniques 
should be of great value for extending DL into new disciplines. 

5.1. Regularization techniques 

A frequent concern about deep learning is that, due to enormous degrees of freedom, 
deep networks must be prone to overfitting. However, there is significant progress in 
regularization techniques to address this issue. All evidence and theories suggest that 
larger models are not necessarily overfitted when they are properly regularized.  

Given similar performances, conventional statistical wisdom would always prefer a more 
parsimonious model, which is reflected in the principle of Occam’s Razor and model 
selection criteria such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [Akaike, 1974]. For 
those unfamiliar with this concept, AIC and its variants allow one to evaluate the quality 
of alternative models while considering the number of parameters in each model: 

2 2  (1)

where k is the number of parameters and L is the likelihood function of the model (how 
likely it is true). This criterion penalizes overfitting and directs the choice to simpler 
models given comparable performances. However, while the theory behind such criteria 
is elegant, discarding predictors entails loss of information, that is, we sacrifice 
information for model robustness. 

Regularization is a necessary and inherent component of machine learning. Instead of 
completely discarding information, a norm-based regularization techniques apply 
penalization factors that reduce the importance of predictors. For example, for a linear 
regression model , where  is the predictand,  is a vector of predictors, and 

 are the linear coefficients (the bias parameter, , is omitted), an approach called the 
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) will seek to reduce the sum of the 
coefficients: 
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where  is observation, N is the number of observations, n is the number of 

coefficients,  is a regularization parameter the determines how heavily the formulation 
penalizes large coefficients, and again bias is omitted. The first summation sign contains 
the optimization problem without regularization.  

With a pre-defined , the algorithm holistically determines which parameter is more 
important, and assign less weight to less important parameters, imposing Occam’s razor. 
However, it retains all the predictors instead of completely discarding insignificant ones. 
Real-world problems are often highly complex, with myriad factors each contributing a 
small influence on the outcome. Assigning appropriate weights to them appears a more 
appropriate treatment. 

Norm-based regularization has been widely employed in early-generation machine 
learning including ANN. Another commonly-used regularization is early-stopping [Yao 
et al., 2007], where the training of a learner is stopped before the learner fully achieves 
its best performance. Early stopping criteria are often based on a separate validation 
dataset and some smoothness criteria, e.g., it stops when the error on the validation 
dataset starts to increase compared to earlier epochs [Prechelt, 2012].  

The same techniques are applied to deep networks, but DL has several new techniques 
that are especially helpful, including Dropout [Hinton et al., 2012b; Srivastava et al., 
2014]. Dropout was first introduced as a practical and effective method to reduce 
overfitting, but was later found to have a solid theoretical underpinning. It randomly sets 
a fraction (called the dropout rate) of the connections in a network to be 0, as illustrated 
in Figure 4. For every batch of training instances, Dropout is applied to the network with 
a new random instantiation of the dropout mask, which puts a different set of connections 
in the network to 0. One may expect this procedure to introduce noise into the 
optimization process, and it does, but counter-intuitively, it induces robustness. There are 
several interpretations of how it works so well: (1) every new dropout mask effectively 
creates a new, reduced-order subnetwork (Figure 4). These reduced subnetworks form an 
ensemble of small networks. Making inference using a trained deep network is akin to 
using the ensemble mean to make more robust decisions [Baldi and Sadowski, 2014; 
Hara et al., 2016]; (2) because connections are randomly set to 0, they cannot co-adapt 
with others during training to fit the results [Hinton et al., 2012b]. Coadaptation means 
weights canceling each other out to produce a final output; and (3) neural network with 
dropout is in fact mathematically equivalent to variational inference to the deep Gaussian 
process [Gal and Ghahramani, 2015, 2016], albeit with a much simpler implementation.  
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Figure 4. An illustration of the dropout regularization. During training, a fraction of the 
connections to neurons in the dropout operand layer are stochastically set to 0 (indicated by 
orange color and dashed arrows). A, B, C are three realizations of dropout masks, and can 
be regarded as sub-networks. The dropout mask changes of the dropout operator, e.g., for 
training with each batch of instances. All weights are employed during testing, which is 
equivalent to the ensemble predictions of the subnetworks. 
 
 
In practice, dropout and its variant dropconnect [Wan et al., 2013] have been found to be 
miraculously effective [Smirnov et al., 2014]. However, standard dropout schemes that 
work for CNN do not work for recurrent networks like LSTM. Typically, when dropout 
is called, it randomly generates a mask for its operand and set where the mask is true to 0. 
If it is blindly applied to the recurrent connections (between St and other cells in Figure 1 
Lower Right) in the network, the recurrence amplifies the noise introduced by dropout, 
leading to loss of memory thus hindering LSTM from encoding long-term information. 
Therefore, Zaremba et al., [2015] proposed to avoid dropout for recurrent links and apply 
dropout only forward connections, i.e., the connections between x and all four gates, and 
between output node and target. Gal and Ghahramani, [2016] proposed to also dropout 
to recurrent links (except the cell memory). However, for the training of each batch of 
instances, the dropout masks at each layer must stay constant across time steps. They also 
showed that this form of dropout is equivalent to variational inference. Semeniuta et al., 
[2016] further applied dropout to the recurrent link from the input gate to the cell 
memory, also with a constant-in-time mask. FSKY17 applied the dropout of both Gal 
and Ghahramani [2016] and Semeniuta et al. [2016]. In preliminary studies for FSKY17, 
if dropout was not applied, the network would achieve almost zero error for training, but 
the testing error would be very large. 
5.2. The budding area of “AI neuroscience”: DL interpretation and knowledge 
discovery  

The biggest criticism against using DL networks is perhaps that they are black boxes that 
do no help us improve our understanding of the hydrologic system. When we do not 
understand the inner workings of a tool, we tend to have lower confidence in its use. 
However, as DL research progresses, it becomes increasingly possible to use DL as a 
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knowledge discovery tool. Deep networks are not black but gray boxes which can be 
probed, interrogated and visualized to reveal insights on “what is learned by the 
network”. A vibrant sub-field that focuses on DL interpretation and understanding, 
dubbed by some researchers as “AI neuroscience” [Voosen, 2017], has been born and it 
is rapidly accumulating a voluminous literature. Systematic and theoretically well-
founded methods started to emerge. On the other hand, in terms of exploring the 
unknowns, the gray-box nature of deep networks may, in fact, be an advantage: because 
it is not bound to humans’ pre-conceived notions about how systems function, it might 
present an opportunity to correct our errors or identify potentially useful rules that we 
have not noticed. By seeing and understanding the reason why networks make a decision, 
users of their predictions can become more confident.  

Most of these AI neuroscience procedures do posterior analysis, i.e., they seek to obtain 
insights after the network has been trained. The field has come presented several 
mathematical formulations for the subjective concepts of “understanding” and 
“interpretation”. In the following subsections, a small, representative list of such studies 
is covered with a level of technical information in the interest of disseminating ideas that 
may be helpful to hydrology.  

5.2.1. Attributing decisions to input features 

An “Explanation” of model choice can be made by attributing the network’s decision to a 
certain fraction of inputs. For example, in thematic annotation (the AI algorithm 
comments on what the main theme is for an image), if an image is annotated by trained 
network as having “boat” as the theme, whether correctly or incorrectly, methods exist to 
find the most crucial patch of pixels that influence the decision [Bach et al., 2015; 
Montavon et al., 2017]. This explanation allows the user to either diagnose why models 
make mistakes, or learn the defining differences between classes. This problem has been 
formulated in the following ways, which, again, are only a fraction of the literature. 
I. Back-propagation and mapping of relevance to inputs.  

The earliest back-propagation of features is a simple deconvolutional network [Zeiler et 
al., 2011], which operates in reverse order to disaggregate condense features to input 
space. During a forward run, multiple pixels are convolved by a filter, and the network 
performs a subsampling, e.g., max-pooling (Section 3.2.2). This operation is not strictly 
invertible, so authors used a mask to record the position of the maximum value in the 
lower layer. During their deconvolution, the cell with the recorded location gets assigned 
the maximum value and other cells get zero. Although simple, the method was able to 
highlight the most important pixels [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014]. 

Extending from the above work, Samek et al., [2017] developed the layer-wise relevance 
propagation scheme, where a forward pass is first applied to the network, and the 
activations for each neuron are recorded. Then, the relevance score at the output layer is 
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backpropagated throughout the graph of the network using a set of rules involving 
recorded activations. Neurons in the lower layers (closer to inputs) that have higher 
activations will get assigned more relevance, which is conserved from layer to layer. In 
the end, the procedure generates a heatmap that highlights the importance of each pixel 
on the input image with respect to the decision of he network (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Using (windowed) layer-wise relevant propagation to identify pixels that 
contribute to the identification of an image as the class “horse”. Reprinted from [Montavon 
et al., 2017] under Creative Commons Attribution License.  
 

II. Local approximation by interpretable reduced-order models.  

Ribeiro et al., [2016] proposed a perturbation-based explanation system that transfer 
knowledge from a trained deep model to a human-interpretable model, e.g., regularized 
linear regression that have only a few predictors. Because these reduced-order models 
cannot fully describe the complex representations in the deep network, the method is only 
applied to a region surrounding the instance to be explained in the input space (thus 
“local”). They first broke an input instance down to interpretable components, e.g., 
patches of an image. Then they perturbed around an instance and selected other instances 
that are close to the first one, in the feature space. With these samples and their class 
annotations from the deep network, they then build a lasso-regression model to find 
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approximate outputs from the deep network. In the end, they find patches that explain 
concepts produced by CNN. 

5.2.2. Visualization tools  

It has been increasingly recognized that the weights and activations of neural networks 
offer clues as to how deep networks function and what they have learned. Therefore, 
many visualization tools have been created to help users pry into this gray box. Broadly, 
the visualization techniques can be divided as direct visualization, inverting information 
from hidden states, and building prototypes.  

I. Inverting representations stored in hidden cells.  

Although related to the deconvolutional method of Zeiler and Fergus, [2014], the 
methods mentioned here start from the values stored in the hidden layers. As discussed 
previously, the trained hidden cells store condensed, abstract representations of data, but 
they are hardly interpretable. One idea is to invert the network and reconstruct the image 
using only information from hidden cells [Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2015]. By viewing 
and comparing these reconstructed images, one can draw insights about what is common 
and invariant across different instances of the same class. This inversion process is 
unsurprisingly not unique, and the same abstract information can be inverted into many 
different images. One can use new input instances as a regularization term, and the 
problem is formulated as an activation maximization problem: given the class, a new 
regularization instance, and given a hidden-cell representation to be inverted, what is an 
image that maximizes the output layer’s activation value for that class? Gradient ascent 
was used to solve the maximization problem. Through this approach, Mahendran and 
Vedaldi, [2015] showed that some network layers store photographically accurate 
information, with different degrees of geometric and photometric invariance, i.e., some 
variations these attributes do not influence the network’s decision about the class of an 
image, much like humans can recognized the image of a building even if the picture is 
slightly distorted.  

II. Building prototypes through activation maximization.  

“Interpretation” can be gained by searching for prototypes: a prototype is an input pattern 
that is the “most typical” for a class. For example, for an image recognition network, we 
can understand what the network considers as a typical cat and what constitutes a typical 
dog. These prototypes can either help diagnose errors in the model or help study the 
essential differences between classes. Simonyan et al., [2014] formulated the prototype 
problem as a maximization problem for output activation functions with a simple 
regularization term. The idea is that the case that generates the maximum activation 
function for a class is the most typical case for that class. To solve the maximization 
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problem, they used back-propagation to optimize the layer weights. They generated 
images that captures the bare minimal features of different objects. Later, some other 
works extended this framework and replaced the simple regularization term with another 
input image, called the “expert”, e.g., [Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2015; Nguyen et al., 
2016]. Metaphorically, the essential features of the class are transplanted to the expert to 
make the prototype look more realistic. Nevertheless, one might argue that the images 
generated by the simple regularization more simplistically reveal the most fundamental 
features. Finally, Yosinski et al., [2015] presented an interactive software that integrates 
visualization of activations, deconvolved images [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014], and 
prototype images generated from activation maximization. Using this tool, they 
demonstrated that feature representations on some CNN layers are local. For example, 
there are layers in the network that track the positions of faces, text, and flowers, etc., 
even though the network was not trained with the objective to recognize faces. It means 
that the network implicitly learned that these objects to represent information useful for 
later classification decisions. 

III. Visualization tools for RNNs.  

The visualization of RNNs is more complicated than CNNs as an input may arouse 
response from every neuron, and a hidden-state neuron may be highly responsive to a set 
of words, forming many-to-many relationships [Ming et al., 2017]. Karpathy et al., 
[2015] were the first to visualize cell activation functions from a trained LSTM language 
model, and showed how their values respond to text inputs. The coloring of text revealed 
that there are interpretable cells: some cell acts as a length counter (on the plot, they 
increase in color depth as a sentence gets longer, and when it is ended with a period); 
some respond to opening and closing of quotations, parentheses or punctuations (on the 
plot, their color turns on inside quotes or parentheses). The neurons are likely to alter 
other calculations and allow LSTM to “understand” abstract concepts like quotes, which 
modify the meaning of texts and retain long-range information. LSTM has a large 
number of neurons.  

To locate the abovementioned interpretable neurons perhaps involved the authors 
searching for hypothesized patterns, e.g., hidden states whose activations are correlated 
with length of the sentence. Extending from this concept, Strobelt et al., [2016] 
developed a more generic visual analysis tool for LSTM-language models. The tool, 
based on parallel-coordinate plot, enables users to select hypothesis input range (a time 
window where the phenomenon of interest occur) and search for hidden states that have 
high activations within this period but low activation in some other specified periods. 
Because the selected hidden states can relate to multiple words, the users can then match 
their input range with other words that could also activate the same highlight hidden 
states, and by doing so, they can confirm whether they have really selected the event of 
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interest and interpret what common patterns have been learned between them. Although 
this tool was originally designed for language models, it has been adopted to analyze 
business process intelligence and genomic data, where it can serve as a model debugging 
tool or allow users to see genes related to the same function. 

The above studies examined cells that respond to certain inputs. However, a cell’s 
responses to the same input can change when that input is placed in different contexts. 
Relate this to hydrology: the same amount of rainfall will produce different runoff 
amounts when modulated by different antecedent soil moisture. Considering these 
complications, Ming et al., [2017] designed a more advanced visualization system 
composed of three parts: (1) they calculated expected memory cell responses to each 
word, which is the average of responses to all occurrences of that word from a training 
database; (2) they conducted co-clustering between cell responses and words. Co-
clustering is a technique to consider two dimensions while doing clustering [Hartigan, 
1972; Pontes et al., 2015], allowing one instance to appear in multiple clusters; (3) they 
designed a sequence visualization technique to examine information updates and flows 
across words. Through these steps, one can observe how a word plays a different role 
when used in different contexts. 

5.2.3. Linking deep networks to human brains 

A well-trained deep network may be “interviewed” systematically by varying its inputs, 
sheding lights on its learned perceptions. The methods accumulated in sociology and 
psychology become relevant. Ritter et al., [2017] borrowed methods from cognitive 
psychology, for which infants were the most often subjects, to interrogate deep networks. 
CNNs were shown objects with different combinations of shapes and colors. They 
concluded that, just like infants, deep networks have strong bias for shape over color, and 
that training can incrementally increase this “inductive bias” [Mitchell and Mitchell, 
1980]. On a side note, their results also alluded that knowledge learned from older tasks, 
e.g., bias for shape, can contain critical value if they can be transferred to new tasks. In 
real neuroscience, researchers trained LSTM networks to perform two-dimensional 
navigation tasks, and visualized hidden unit representations [Kanitscheider and Fiete, 
2016]. Their objective was to, through examining how LSTM works, generate hypotheses 
about how the brain solves hard navigation problems. The found that LSTM reproduces 
some phenomenology of the hippocampus, including stable tuning curves that remap 
between environments. Although one might use deep networks to help generate 
hypotheses, it must be noted that these neural networks cannot be treated as accurate 
models of biological brains. 

5.2.4. Interpretative DL studies in sciences 

Scientists have so far have mostly focusing on local input-output sensitivity analysis that 
examine relationships between neuron activations and inputs. Back to the jet image 
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analysis work in HEP, Schwartzman et al., [2016] calculated correlation coefficient 
between jet image intensity and activations of hidden states in a trained CNN network. 
This correlations highlight the pixels on the images with the largest discrimination power. 
Via this visualization, they found particular radiation patterns that are not exploited in 
present state-of-the-art physics models. Similar to this approach, in brain imaging 
(Electroencephalography, or EEG), researchers developed a system that calculates the 
Pearson’s correlations between cell activations and subset input features, in their case 
EEG envelopes at different frequencies [Schirrmeister et al., 2017b]. The correlations 
reflect which frequency band of the input signal that the trained network is most sensitive 
to, and, by extension, has learned to utilize in predicting outcomes. Via this approach, 
they showed that the network has learned to input signal in certain ranges when detecting 
pathology [Schirrmeister et al., 2017a]. This system can help design clinically useful 
automated EEG diagnosis. 

In diagnosing with X-ray images, Kumar and Menkovski [2016] employed the 
deconvolution network approach introduced earlier [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014] to 
highlight pixels on images that are most critically responsible for anatomy classifications. 
They showed that the trained network relied on similar medical landmarks for the 
classification as human experts, even though the training targets do not explicitly 
prescribe these features. Ziletti et al., [2017] used the same approach to learn about 
crystal structures that are used by the network to classify crystals. They also found the 
network identified similar structures of interest as human experts. Interestingly, they first 
converted 3D crystal structures to 2D images via calculating diffraction patterns of the 
crystal structure under incident radiation.  

As reviewed in [Montavon et al., 2017], scientists have shown how carefully design 
networks can offer novel quantum-chemical insights. Schütt et al., [2017] developed a 
deep network that structurally represents atoms in the molecule and their interactions. 
This carefully designed network acquired high predictive power of molecular properties, 
with the added advantage that the trained network weights can be interpreted. They 
showed the network grasped chemical concepts such as bond saturation and aromaticity 
(ring stability), even though it is solely trained to predict total energy of molecules. While 
one might still question model non-uniqueness, the system indeed shows promise to 
predict properties and are so far not known to humans. 

5.2.5. Syntheses 

Many scientific investigations visualize the correlations between hidden activations and 
inputs. This approach should be valid as a first-order screening for locating potentially 
important features. However, as the units in a hidden layer stores the representation in a 
distributed way, and only the combined effects of activation cause the correct outputs. 
Interpreting the effects of a particular cell activation in isolation can provide incomplete 
and inconclusive analysis. Therefore, the interpretive tools that holistically consider DL 
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model, e.g., interpretable reduced orders, may more accurately reflect the inner workings 
of the DL model than cell activation-based probing methods such as correlations. 
However, this argument should not prevent us from using the latter as early exploratory 
tools. 

6. Concluding remarks 

Deep learning represents a powerful force of disruption for many scientific disciplines. It 
has addressed a number of key issues, namely, suitable architectures to digest big data 
and diverse data formats, computing platforms to efficiently prototype and solve 
problems fast and effective regularization schemes to reduce overfitting. The clearing of 
these roadblocks has enabled exponential growth in DL-powered applications.  

From the literature we can see that DL serves roughly two functionalities: (A) to build 
models with more accurate predictions, far-greater processing capability and reduced 
demand for man-power and expertise; and (B) as an exploratory data mining tool to 
support discoveries that expand present knowledge and capabilities. Functionality (A) 
arises from DL’s large flexibility, new architectures, and improved training procedures. 
Functionality (B) is due to its nonlinear model structure and regularization techniques, 
which enable DL to generalize beyond training datasets. For hydrology, both 
functionalities are vital, even though existing studies are mainly in the phase of testing 
the performance of DL methods. Our models are still challenged by long-standing issues 
like scaling [Wood, 1998] and equifinality [Beven, 2006]. There are also substantial 
unrecognized linkages where AIs can help [Wagener et al., 2010]. 

The astronomy, remote-sensing, and climate studies primarily utilized aspect (A) of DL. 
In this regard, the supervised learning aims at reducing human effort. Substantial 
evidence suggests when these conditions are met, DL has a high likelihood of 
outperforming existing statistical or earlier machine learning methods. Moreover, with 
DL-based intelligent algorithms, computers can tirelessly process a deluge of data that far 
exceeds humans’ capability so some previously intractable ideas now become tractable.  

One can notice aspect (B) in applications from high-energy Physics, Computational 
Biology and Chemistry, because there the “supervision” arises from observations of 
nature. For example, If DL models make predictions about properties of proteins, new 
compounds, or particles that defy humans’ predictions, it may prompt the re-examination 
of theories and new experiments. DL has some advantages in this regard than shallow 
methods: (1) Due to its capacity to model large and diverse dataset, DL models do not 
need to be restricted to specific zones or regimes on the attribute space. It thus has a 
better chance of learning underlying principles and generalize to new instances. (2) After 
the network is trained, we can interrogate and perturb the trained network to obtain 
insights (Section 5.2). (3) For fields who have small signal-to-noise ratios, e.g., HEP or 
Biology, DL may help break the traditional significance thresholds.  
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One easily witnesses that the young and energetic field of AI neuroscience is growing 
rapidly. As these studies arise from AI research, they generally set their focus on 
understanding how deep networks function. However, scientists have so far relied on ad-
hoc visualization or interrogation methods for interpretations. On one hand, vast 
opportunities await domain scientists to adapt and incorporate AI neuroscience methods 
as regular tools in their inquiries. On the other hand, domain scientists have been creative 
in devising original methods that suit their particular situations. Both avenues are 
important. These ideas, architectural or interpretive, may feed back to the computer 
scientists for developing more advanced interpretive tools. Different disciplines are at 
different stages of adopting DL. It appears the closer their problems are to the origin of 
the deep networks, e.g., image recognition for CNN, the more DL-associated literature 
can be found. Computational biology and chemistry, in particular, have made a 
significant effort in customizing deep networks. Continued conversations and 
collaborations between computer scientists and domain scientists will be mutually 
beneficial. 
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